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Abstract

In recent years, the term ‘policy instrument’ has been used more frequently with regard to R&D policy and innovation policy. What does this term mean? Where did it come from? What do we know about it, both with regard to the general field of policy studies but also in the specific context of R&D policy? This article examines the development of the notion of policy instruments as part of a body of research known as ‘policy design’. Over the last 50 years, there has been substantial progress in setting policy design on a more systematic basis, with the development of established concepts and analytical frameworks, including various taxonomies of policy instruments. However, with just a few exceptions, this body of research seems to have had little impact in the world of R&D policy. The paper reviews the literature on R&D policy instruments. It identifies a number of challenges for R&D policy instruments in the light of four transitions – the shift from linear to systemic thinking about R&D and innovation, the shift from national governments to multi-level governance, the shift from individual actors to collaborations and networks, and the shift from individual policies to policy mixes. It sets out a research agenda for the study of R&D policy instruments, before ending with a number of conclusions.
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1. Introduction

Innovation policy consists of a set of policy instruments, many financial in nature. But how useful are existing policy instruments? What changes are needed to make innovation policies more effective? For reasons of space, the focus in this paper is on a subset of ‘innovation policies’, namely R&D policy (defined below). The aim is to situate R&D policy within the broader context of public policy design, and then to critically review the literature on R&D policy instruments to ascertain what we do and don’t know about such instruments with a view to establishing a fruitful agenda for future research. Again for space reasons, the topic is dealt with in fairly general terms, rather than going into specific details about the policy practices of individual countries or the evaluations by funding agencies and others such as OECD and the EU of particular RDI policy instruments.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 defines key terms, in particular ‘policy instruments’, and sets out the issues to be confronted in any analysis of R&D policy instruments. The methodology employed in this study is summarised in Section 3. Section 4 outlines key concepts and developments in the field of policy design. The literature on R&D policy instruments is reviewed in Section 5. In Section 6, we consider four fundamental transitions and the challenges they pose for R&D policy instruments. Section 7 then sets out a research agenda for future work on the topic, while Section 8 draws together the main conclusions.

2. Background

2.1 Scope and definitions

In what follows, I adopt the definitions set out in Doern and Stoney (2009a):
“Policy refers … to statements of purpose and intent regarding research, S&T [and] innovation … enunciated and discussed by the … government in various ways and in myriad arenas of debate. Such policies mobilize all of the key instruments of taxation, spending, regulation and persuasion.” (ibid., p.8)

“Research policy refers to policies aimed at the funding, conduct and dissemination of basic and applied research in the natural, health and social sciences” (ibid., p.8) – in other words, the focus is on policies for research (or for science).

In contrast, science policy or S&T policy is somewhat broader.

“S&T policy also promotes and governs the use of scientific and technical knowledge in public policy and regulation (‘science in policy’), where governments need to draw on their internal S&T or the S&T capacities of others to carry out their responsibilities under laws, rules and international agreements, especially in public interest areas such as environment, health and safety policy, and regulation” (ibid., p.9; emphasis added).

Broader still is the concept of innovation policy.

“Innovation policies refer to government policies aimed at fostering the use of the best S&T to produce new and competitive ‘first-to-market’ products and new production processes, and the innovative organizational approaches and management practices to support these activities” (ibid.).

To simplify things, I use the term ‘R&D policy’ in what follows to include science policy, research policy, and science and technology policy (at least as far as this relates to policy for science and technology). ‘R&D policy’ overlaps considerably with ‘innovation policy’ but, as the above definitions make clear, the latter is much broader, in particular including commercialisation policy (see Doern and Stoney, 2009a, pp.10-11) and various demand-side policies for innovation (see e.g. Edquist & Hommen, 1999; Edler & Georghiou, 2007; Edler, 2009; Kaiser & Kripp, 2010; Georghiou et al., 2014).

The term ‘policy instrument’ has previously been used rather loosely in much science and innovation policy literature. As Flanagan et al. (2011, p.706) note, the term has a high degree of “interpretive flexibility, carrying quite different meanings from time to time, place to place and actor to actor”. However, ‘policy instrument’ is a well established (and clearly defined) concept in the field of policy design (in turn, part of the wider field of public policy or policy studies). Policy instruments can be defined as “techniques of governance which, one way or another, involve the utilization of state resources, or their conscious limitation, in order to achieve policy goals” (Howlett and Rayner, 2007, p.2).

2.2 The problems

There seems to be relatively little literature focusing directly on R&D policy instruments. (One exception is the series of reports by NESTA described later in Section 7.3.) The term is mentioned in passing in some research evaluation studies (e.g. Papaconstantinou and Polt, 1997; Edler et al., 2012). It is also discussed in policy reports, especially those relating to the EU (e.g. EPUB, 2002; Johansson et al., 2007; Langfeldt et al., 2012). Apart from that, there is little literature dealing specifically with R&D policy instruments, or at least using that particular term,
perhaps reflecting a lack of awareness of the established body of work on this in the area of policy design (and also giving rise to a lack of consistency in the terminology used).

A wide variety of R&D policy instruments have accumulated over time in an *ad hoc* manner (e.g. reflecting political or economic circumstances at the time), interacting with each other as well as with the intended actors in a complex and often unpredictable manner, and giving rise to legacy problems. As we shall see, there is little systematic empirical evidence regarding the effectiveness of different R&D policy instruments, their pros and cons, their interactions and their relationship to the wider environment.

3. **Methodology**

This study is based on a literature review. A search was carried out using online databases, including the Web of Science, Scopus and Google Scholar. Search terms relating to “research/science/technology/R&D AND policy instruments/tools” were used. Particular attention was paid to publications that seem to have had more impact (as reflected in a greater number of citations) and on recent contributions over the last ten years.

One limitation of the approach is that it mainly focussed on more ‘academic’ literature; official reports, ‘grey literature’ and so on are mostly not included. (Of the various databases used, only Google Scholar covers some of these, although not in a very systematic manner.) A second limitation of the approach is that it omitted studies which, although perhaps dealing with particular forms of policy instrument/tool, do not use that specific term. As a consequence, this should be regarded as an exploratory study, leaving it to subsequent research to examine the issues more comprehensively and to confirm (or reject) the conclusions arrived at here.

4. **The research field of policy design**

The last two decades have witnessed the emergence of the now well-established field of policy design concerned with a range of public policies (e.g. economic, social, health, education). Researchers within this have made considerable progress in developing analytical and conceptual frameworks. At the heart of what they study is the policy process or ‘policy cycle’, seen as composed of several stages: “agenda-setting, policy formulation, decision-making, policy implementation, and policy evaluation” (Howlett, 2011, p.19). In each of these, governments can make use of various policy instruments (or ‘policy tools’) to ensure state resources are used effectively in the pursuit of particular policy goals.

An early phase in this work was the development of ‘taxonomies’ of different policy instruments (Howlett, 2011, p.45). Some of these were based on choices a government can make, others on the categories of resources government can deploy, and yet others on the degree of control or freedom with regard to actors influenced by the policy instrument (Vedung, pp.22-23). One can also differentiate between maximalist taxonomies (listing all possible types of policy instruments) and minimalist ones based on just a few main types of policy instrument (e.g. ‘carrots’ VS ‘sticks’). One of the most widely used is the ‘NATO’ model developed by Hood.
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(1983, 1986), who argued that governments have four main types of resources they can draw upon in efforts to effect change, namely ‘nodality’, authority, ‘treasure’ (i.e. public funds) and organisation (Howlett, 2011, p.47). Hood’s NATO taxonomy has been subject to various refinements, combining the original four resource categories with some other dimension, for example, whether the policy instruments are positive or negative, or substantive or procedural in nature (Howlett, 2011, pp.52-53).

Besides distinguishing between different types of policy instrument, authors have also identified different criteria for the choice of a particular policy instrument. For example, Peters identified seven attributes that influence instrument choice: “directness, visibility, capital/labour intensity, automaticity or level of administration required, level of universality, reliance on persuasion versus enforcement, and their ‘forcing vs enabling’ nature” (reported in Howlett, 2011, pp.55-56). In combination with the stages of the policy process and the taxonomy of policy instruments, these criteria can then be used to derive a comprehensive model of the instrument selection process in the task of policy design (ibid., p.56).

Reflecting the changing context and agenda of policy studies, another development was a shift in the late 1990s from focussing on individual policy instruments to efforts aimed at arriving at some optimum combination of instruments or ‘policy mix’ in order to achieve the intended policy goals (Bressers and O’Toole, 2005; Howlett & Rayner, 2007; Howlett, 2011, p.53). This, in turn, has given rise to certain design principles for policy mixes, for example, to employ a mix of instruments that interact positively with one another as well as taking account of the specific characteristics of the target sector, and to take full advantage of incentive-based instruments to encourage self-regulation by industry and others (Howlett and Rayner, 2007, p.4).

In summary, over the last 50 years, there has been substantial progress in setting policy design on a systematic basis, with the development of established concepts and analytical frameworks. However, there has been only limited cross-over with the world of R&D and innovation policy. It is somewhat ironic that R&D policy should have been less subject to rigorous scientific scrutiny than public policy more generally!

Among the few who have attempted to link policy design with R&D or innovation policy are Landry and Vrone (2005), Doern and Stoney (2009), Rubio and Tshipamba (2010) and Flanagan et al. (2011), the last being the most systematic attempt (and one which I deal with separately in Section 7). The first of these, Landry and Vrone (2005), consists of a chapter on ‘the choice of policy instruments’ in an edited book on policy design (Eliadis et al., 2005), but it is illustrated by reference to innovation policy. The authors identify limitations in the current state of knowledge regarding choice of policy instrument, in particular, the fact that at best the existing literature yields hypotheses in an ad hoc and non-operational manner, and that empirical studies are rare and the comparability of results is limited (p.108).

Doern and Stoney (2009) are also part of the prominent Canadian school of public policy
studies. In the introductory chapter (2009a) to their book (2009b), they focus explicitly on research and innovation policy, identifying the driving forces behind recent trends, for example, the increasing government and societal need for objective and useful social, economic and policy-relevant research (p.20), the growing support for network and partnership-based research and knowledge-sharing (ibid.), and escalating demands for the commercialisation of university research (ibid., p.21). They set out an analytical framework for examining research and innovation policies structured around four main components (ibid., Table 1.1, p.16): (1) high-level policy and conceptual discourse; (2) core policy values and ideas; (3) policy instruments; and (4) institutional and governance change. Doern and Stoney provide one of the very few analyses of different policy instruments and instrument mixes specifically geared to research and innovation policy, mainly illustrated by reference to examples drawn from Canada.

Lastly, Rubio and Tshipamba (2010) analyse the structure, elements and formulation of science, technology and innovation policy, drawing on examples from countries across several continents. However, although this article contains a specific section on ‘Science policy instruments’ (ibid., pp.70-75), these authors adopt a looser definition of ‘policy instruments’ than in the policy design literature. As such, it adds rather less to our discussion here.

5. Review of literature on R&D policy instruments

5.1 Theoretical framework

Is there any theory on R&D policy instruments? Not much! With regard to economic theory, there is a substantial literature on the economics of science and R&D, and on the rationale for public intervention. For example, Laranja et al. (2008) examine “what rationales for public intervention can be derived from different economic theories”, and more specifically “what policy instruments or policy-mixes can be associated with the various rationales”. However, there is far less on the economics of specific science or R&D policies, and little if anything on the economic theory of R&D policy instruments.

Some efforts have been made to embed science policy in principal-agent theory, science policy being a particularly fruitful area for exploring this theory since this is one case where the identity of the ‘principal’ and the ‘agents’ is relatively clear. One of the pioneers here was Guston (1996), who showed how principal-agent theory offers a potentially useful analytical framework for science policy analysis. The principal-agent approach to science policy was further developed by van der Meulen (1998) and applied to one particular set of policy instruments, namely those devoted to the introduction of (technology) foresight, showing how foresight represented a step in the further development of the contractual relationship between government and science. This study shows that principal-agent theory can certainly be used to address in general terms how the principal and agents respectively view different policy instruments and respond to them. Yet aside from this, not a lot has been written from a theoretical perspective about specific R&D policy instruments.
5.2 Empirical evidence

The literature search reveals numerous assessments of R&D policy instruments (particularly more recent ones) but most focus on just a single type of policy instrument, which means that the existing literature is inevitably rather fragmentary.

For example, Himanen et al. (2009) have analysed and compared the effect of policy instruments based on university research assessment and performance-related funding. They found there is no simple relationship between competitive funding schemes and research performance, while more traditional state steering models emphasising university autonomy appear to be more beneficial to research performance. Jacob and Meek (2013) focused on policy instruments aimed at promoting scientific mobility and engaging in international research networks. They argued that scientific mobility, while indispensable for building capacity and integrating into international research networks and thus helping countries with modest scientific resources to leverage themselves into a more advantageous position, could be a mixed blessing because scientists (as with any scarce resource) tend to cluster towards the centre.

Another familiar policy instrument is the funding of science and technology institutes. Barge-Gil and Modrego-Rico (2008) addressed the issue of whether technology institutes are a satisfactory tool for encouraging innovativeness in firms. Based on a study of Spanish technology institutes, they concluded that these institutes “are helping to reduce market failures in the area of technology and to foster relationships among innovation-system actors” (ibid, p.808), in other words they are having a positive impact both from a neoclassical viewpoint and from an evolutionary perspective. Moreover, while they found clear differences between different regions, these reflected the characteristics of the respective regional innovation systems (p.821).

As the evolutionary perspective and the notion of innovation systems have grown in influence, so many assessments have focussed on policy instruments relating to R&D collaboration. For example, Sá and Litwin (2011) analysed the range of policy instruments used by the Canadian Federal Government to stimulate university-industry research linkages. They found a significant diversification in the policy mix during the previous 10-15 years, providing incentives to various forms of university-industry interaction. However, the growing emphasis on policy tools to stimulate the commercialisation of university research was not without drawbacks, especially where the mode of technology transfer associated with biotechnology had been foisted on other sectors such as ICT, where innovation practices are quite different. Moreover, the “emphasis on producing short-term commercial outcomes steers university research towards near-term applications, and may not necessarily lead to deep relationships between universities and firms or to building capacity in the firms” (ibid., p.432). One particular policy instrument to encourage and facilitate university-industry R&D collaboration is the establishment of science parks. Squicciarini (2008), in a comparison of Finnish firms located within science parks and those outside, showed that the former exhibit relatively better performance in terms of innovative output, at least as reflected in patenting. However, as Brown (this issue) rightly warns, those
responsible for designing policy instruments relating to universities and spillovers from their activities need to beware the danger of exaggerating the potential for research commercialisation, not least because of “the substantive disconnect between universities and the local entrepreneurial ecosystem”.

Matt et al. (2012), in contrast, focused on policy instruments aiming to stimulate inter-firm R&D collaboration as a means to encourage access to new resources and to innovate. They compared R&D collaborations funded by the European Union with those that were non-sponsored and arose spontaneously. They found the former tended to be more exploratory and focussed on peripheral competences, while the latter were more flexible. Moreover, since “there is no major difference between the different types of EU-sponsored collaborations, … [this suggests the need] for a simplification of these policy instruments” (ibid., p.885). (A review of the impact and effectiveness of policy instruments aimed at supporting collaboration for R&D and innovation can be found in the NESTA report by Cunningham and Gök (2012).)

With the rise in importance attached to innovation systems (discussed further in Section 6.1 below) has also come increased emphasis on policies to encourage the development of networks and clusters, in particular to strengthen sectoral and regional innovation systems. For example, Cooke (2004a) showed how in life sciences the decline in R&D effort by large corporations has been “accompanied by the rise of specialist research firms … along with university and other research labs in proximity to which knowledge-intensive firms increasingly cluster” (ibid., p.1113). He argued that this growing emphasis on clusters in the knowledge economy pointed to the need for much stronger regional science policy, outlining a number of “new regional science policy instruments … that move beyond mere innovation support” (ibid.). (For a review of the effects of cluster-based policy instruments, see Uyarra and Ramlogan (2012), while network-based policies are reviewed in another NESTA report by Cunningham and Ramlogan (2012).)

One of the more traditional R&D policy tools consists of R&D subsidies to firms, a policy instrument much studied by economists. There has been fierce debate as to whether public R&D funding tends to ‘crowd out’ private funding or whether it encourages the investment of additional private funds. The literature is far too great to summarise here so instead the reader is referred to the authoritative review by David et al. (2000), which concluded that the findings from the literature are ambiguous as to whether public funding is a substitute for, or a complement to, private R&D funding (see also the review in Klette et al., 2000). However, since then, several studies have appeared concluding that there is no evidence of a ‘crowding out’ effect and some evidence that, without public funds, firms would have invested significantly less of their own funds in R&D (e.g. Aerts & Schmidt, 2008; González & Pazó, 2008; Hussinger, 2008; Clausen, 2009; Czarnitzki & Bento, 2012). In this issue, Engel et al. assess the effects of a particular German scheme to provide project funding to firms, showing that repeated participation in such projects leads to increased R&D expenditure by those firms, especially if those projects involve collaboration with other firms. (Cunningham et al. (2013a) review the
Another R&D policy instrument to have received much attention from economists is that of tax credits. The influential review by Hall and Van Reenen (2000) concluded that “a dollar in tax credit for R&D stimulates a dollar of additional R&D” (ibid., p.449). Subsequently, Bloom et al. (2002) confirmed that “tax incentives are effective in increasing R&D intensity. ... We estimate that a 10% fall in the cost of R&D stimulates just over a 1% rise in the level of R&D in the short-run, and just under a 10% rise in R&D in the long-run” (ibid., p.1). A recent study of federal and provincial R&D tax credit programmes in Canada demonstrated that recipients of these credits achieved much better scores on most innovation performance indicators (Czarnitzki et al., 2011). Similarly, at the level of US state governments, Wu (2005) found that state R&D tax credit schemes were effective in stimulating industrial R&D expenditure. However, in economically disadvantaged regions the level of R&D tax credit may have to be substantially higher (Harris et al., 2009). (For a recent review of the impact and effectiveness of fiscal incentives for R&D, see the NESTA report by Köhler et al. (2013).)

A more recent R&D policy instrument is technology foresight, and the effectiveness of this is less well studied. However, Warnke and Heimeriks (2008) have identified four different modes of policy support that technology foresight may deliver, namely fostering innovation capability, orienting innovation towards societal needs, aiding in the agenda-setting process, and providing anticipatory intelligence as the basis for decision making. (Harper (2013) provides a review of the impact of foresight policy initiatives.)

Another comparatively recent R&D policy instrument is public engagement, especially for areas of science or technology where the public might be particularly sensitive and hence it is essential to obtain their views. Laurent (2011), for example, examines three forms of public engagement used in connection with nanotechnology in France, including their effectiveness in gaining the trust of the public and in generating inputs for public decision-making.

Within the European Union, a specific R&D policy instrument is the open method of coordination introduced after 2000 to encourage Member States to move towards the Lisbon Strategy targets. This has been subject to an assessment by Borrás et al. (2009), which concluded that “considerable achievements can be noted even though it has only been in place for 5 years”, although several aspects need to be strengthened in order to exploit the full potential of this new policy instrument (ibid., p.3).

From this review, it is apparent that, while some policy instruments have been extensively studied, other more traditional ones instead seem to be taken for granted (e.g. individual research project grants, the dual-support system for university research) or at least are not subject to rigorous study. (Note there is a possible methodological problem here – if the term ‘policy instrument’ was not used in a study, then it has not been ‘captured’ in this review.) In addition, most studies of R&D policy instruments have focussed on a single instrument. There are a few
comparisons of pairs of related policy instruments (e.g. Guellec & Van Pottelsberghe, 2001; Pastor & Sandonis, 2002; Petrakis & Poyago-Theotokis, 2002; Czarnitzki et al., 2007; Takalo et al., 2010; Guerzoni & Raiteri, 2012). However, there is much less by way of systematic comparison and assessment of the full range of existing R&D policy instruments, the exceptions being Arnold and Boekholt (2002), Boekholt et al. (2001) and Takalo (2009). In addition, there are assessments focusing on a specific field or sector (e.g. Rip & Nederhof, 1986; Bressers, 1988; Parry, 1995 & 2003; Carew, 2005; Shapira & Wang, 2007; Fier & Heneric, 2009; Mansikkasalo & Söderholm, 2012) or a specific country or region (Larsen, 2000; Kuhlmann, 2003; Sanz-Menéndez & Cruz-Castro, 2005; Hoegselius, 2008; Persson, 2008; Sandhu & Anghel, 2010), but with these it is less clear how far one can generalise from that particular case.

There seems to be little literature on policy choice and policy mix with regard to R&D policy. One exception is Borrás (2009), who discussed how “The introduction of new and more sophisticated policy instruments (deepening) has been accompanied by an expansion of the realm of action for innovation policy (widening) … [raising] questions about the conditions under which innovation policy contributes to an effective governance of the innovation system” (ibid., p.1). Subsequently, Borrás and Edquist (2013) examined criteria used in the selection and design of innovation policy instruments, and how these are combined into ‘policy mixes’ that address the specific problems of a particular innovation system. The issue of policy mixes for innovation has also been considered by Flanagan et al. (2011), to which we return in Section 7. (For a recent review of policy mix and instrument interaction, see Cunningham et al. (2013b), although this focuses more broadly on innovation policy rather than R&D policy.)

6. Challenges for R&D policy instruments

Four main developments over recent decades have made the choice of appropriate policy instruments and optimum design mixes far more complicated for R&D policy (and, in two of the four cases, for public policy more generally).

6.1 From linear to systemic thinking about R&D and innovation

Over the last 40 years, there have been significant improvements in our understanding of the nature of science, technology and innovation and their interrelationships (Landry & Vrone, 2005, p.116). Of particular significance is the shift from linear to systemic approaches, which has brought about the development of a more interactive process between policy learning and innovation theory (Mytelka & Smith, 2002). (Systemic technology policies are discussed by Crespi and Quatraro (2013) and other papers in that special issue.)

Elements of that move to a systemic approach to innovation (see e.g. Martin, 2012) include:

- the shift from a linear to a chain-link model of innovation (Kline & Rosenberg, 1986);
- the development of the ‘resource-based view’ (RBV) of the firm and in particular the notion of ‘absorptive capacity’ (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990), drawing in knowledge generated
externally as well as creating it internally;

- the emergence of the concept of national systems of innovation (Freeman, 1987; Lundvall, 1992; Nelson, 1993), and later regional and sectoral systems of innovation (SI); the policy implications of these developments have been explored by authors such as Smits and Kuhlmann (2004), Chaminade and Edquist (2005), Hekkert et al. (2007), Doern and Stoney (2009a), and Kuhlmann et al. (2010), while Herstad et al. (2010) have looked more specifically at challenges posed to national innovation systems by the emergence of globally distributed knowledge networks and open innovation;

- a shift in focus from market failure to systemic failure, bringing a changed rationale for public intervention (see e.g. Edquist, 2001 & 2011; Braun, 2005; Laranja et al., 2008; Dodgson et al., 2011; Gustafsson & Autio, 2011);

- the growing emphasis on the notion of open innovation pioneered by Chesbrough (2003) (see the discussion in e.g. Herstad et al., 2010, and von Hippel & de Jong, 2010);

- evolutionary approaches to innovation following pioneering work by Nelson and Winter (1982) (for a discussion of the application of evolutionary approaches to sustainable innovation policies, see Nill & Kemp, 2009).

This shift from linear to systemic thinking about R&D and innovation has been reflected in a shift in policy instruments from those focusing primarily on individual R&D actors to those attempting to develop new or stronger links between the various actors, with more emphasis, for example, on policy instruments aimed at stimulating university-industry links and other forms of collaboration, and the development of networks and clusters. However as the accompanying paper by Mazzucato (this issue) makes clear, there is still a long way to go in terms of moving on from policy instruments based on the crude nature of market failure to ones that fully recognise the entrepreneurial and indeed transformative potential of government policies.

6.2 From national to multi-level governance

In the early years of science or R&D policy, national governments were the dominant actor in most countries, but now the situation is more complicated. Among the important trends are:

- from government to governance – a growing number of diverse actors (including quasi- or non-government actors) are now involved in funding, organising and implementing R&D policy (Kuhlmann, 2001; Kuhlmann & Edler, 2003);

- globalization (e.g. Borrás et al., 2009);

- different levels of public intervention – (sub-national) state or region, national, supra-national region (e.g. EU), and global (Shapira et al., 2001; Perry & May, 2007; Laranja et al., 2008; Langfeldt et al., 2012);

- the rise of ‘new public management’ with its demands for public accountability, e.g. in the
form of performance indicators (Elzinga, 2010 & 2012; Doern & Stoney, 2009a);

- efforts to raise the level of public engagement – there have been growing demands for greater public involvement in issues relating to science and technology, in particular where there are historical sensitivities or an element of ‘risk’ is perceived to be involved (Jacob, 2005);

- initiatives responding to ‘Grand Challenges’ – since these are global in nature and also cross-cut other traditional boundaries (e.g. those of government ministries), R&D policy needs to be integrated within a much broader array of policies (Cagnin et al., 2012).

6.3 From individual researchers/teams/labs/firms to collaborations and networks

For several decades, research and development have been characterised by increasing collaboration and knowledge exchange across institutions, sectors (e.g. university-industry) and countries. With this has come a growing emphasis on networks, clusters and other forms of collaborative links as opposed to the previous focus of policy instruments on individual actors (whether individual researchers, research teams, laboratories, firms or other organisations) (Doern & Stoney, 2009a). All of this makes policy design and the choice of policy instruments far more complicated (Aksnes et al., 2008).

6.4 From individual policies to policy mixes

Over the years, R&D policy instruments have mostly tended to be developed and implemented on an individual basis (Edler, 2009, p.27), although there have been a few recent cases where two policy instruments may have been combined (e.g. R&D funding and cluster policy in Germany). Yet each new policy instrument will clearly interact with and affect existing policy instruments in a complex and often unpredictable manner. There is an analogy here with prescription drugs when used in combination (as they often are with elderly patients). Each time a new medical problem is diagnosed, the doctor will prescribe a drug for that particular ailment. For many elderly patients, they may be on half a dozen different drugs for various medical problems. Those drugs interact with one another and with the underlying medical conditions in a highly complex manner. Consequently, while each drug may represent the best treatment for the specific condition for which it was originally prescribed, the overall ‘drug mix’ may be far from optimum, with a drug for one medical problem specifically counteracting the effect of a drug aimed at treating another.

Likewise, as policy instruments have accumulated over the years in a series of initiatives launched (e.g. by successive government ministers) to promote a given aspect of R&D, so one particular policy instrument may be counteracting the effect of another. (Moreover, adding to the complexity is that, just as each individual reacts differently to a given drug, so each actor in a research system will react differently to a given policy instrument.) Clearly we need to know more about how different R&D policy instruments interact before introducing yet another policy initiative and its associated policy instrument(s). Periodic evaluations of existing policy instruments (like those carried out by OECD or for the EU) are thus essential to see how these
should be modified, with some perhaps being dropped, in order to move towards a more optimum policy mix. To achieve this, there needs to be adequate coordination, coherence and consistency among the various policy instruments (Kaiser & Kripp, 2010, p.13).

This points to another issue of growing importance. Over time, such coordination costs have increased (Kaiser & Kripp, p.16). During the last 40-50 years, most nations have moved from a few simple policy instruments to a much larger number of more complicated policy instruments. Recently, the process has accelerated following the recognition that ‘one size fits all’ policy approaches represent too blunt an instrument, and instead what are required are specific policies tailored to the needs and characteristics of different actors and sectors in order to ensure greater effectiveness (Branscomb and Florida, 1998). This further adds to the range and complexity of policy instruments in operation at any one time, making the interactions between them more complex, and the effort and costs involved in coordinating them far greater.

Further complicating the situation is the dynamic nature of the interaction between policy instruments and the actors and environment on which they operate. If a policy is effective, by definition it brings about some change in those actors, their behaviour, and their interactions among themselves and with their wider environment. Hence, the ‘same’ policy is operating on a somewhat different configuration of actors and interactions today compared with last month or last year. Just as Heraclitus noted that “No man ever steps in the same river twice”, so no policy instrument operates on the same actors twice.

Besides adopting a range of coordinated R&D policy instruments, there is also a need for R&D policies to be integrated not just with closely connected areas such as HE policy and innovation policy but also with policies for other sectors, including industrial and economic policy, health policy, environment policy, and defence or security policy. In particular, integration with regional policy has become much more important (Cooke, 2004a & 2004b; Todtling & Tripl, 2005). In short, what is required is not just an optimum mix of R&D policy instruments but an optimum mix of a much broader range of policy instruments.

7. Research agenda

7.1 Expanded literature review

Where do we go from here? One obvious step is to expand this exploratory literature review to include official reports and other ‘grey literature’, although many such studies may have been done on ad hoc basis, making it difficult to compare and synthesise the findings. Another possibility is to extend the search to studies that evidently deal with R&D ‘policy instruments’ even though they do not make use of that specific term. It would also be worth looking at the NSF ‘Science of Science Policy’ Program and the studies it funded to see what has emerged with respect to policy instruments.
7.2 Development of a rigorous conceptual framework

In our efforts to develop a systematic conceptual framework for analysing R&D policy instruments, one essential step is to link this research more systematically to several, currently rather separate, bodies of work. One is the policy design literature discussed in Section 4. The challenge here is that much policy design work has tended to be rather general, while what literature there is on R&D policy instruments is mostly very specific. A key issue is the context in which a particular R&D policy instrument is used, which can vary significantly, not least because of the interactions with other policy instruments. Moreover, the use of different evaluation methods can result in rather different assessments of the impact and effectiveness of that policy instrument. Hence, the taxonomies and other conceptual tools developed in policy design may need to be substantially adapted for use in the area of R&D policy.

As noted above, there have been only a few attempts to link policy design to R&D policy, mainly by researchers in Canada. For example, Landry and Vrone (2005) showed how the shift in rationale for government intervention from ‘market failure’ has implications for the choice of policy instruments with respect to (i) the unit of analysis (from individual actors to collaboration and networks), (ii) the intended target (from R&D funding to skills and knowledge exchange), and (iii) the key actors (from individual firms to firms in a cluster, region or sector). Doern and Stoney (2009a) also tried to bridge the gap, applying the concepts and analytical frameworks of policy design to policies aimed at strengthening innovation systems. Similarly, Henriques and Larédo (2013) have drawn upon the policy design framework with its five main stages in the policy cycle to help analyse the historical evolution of science policy.

A second link that would benefit from further development is that with the multi-level governance literature (e.g. Hooghe & Marks, 2003). Some preliminary attempts have been made (e.g. in the PRIME Network of Excellence during the early 2000s), but there is considerable potential to extend and deepen these links.

A third initiative would be to link with the broader literature on ‘policy mix’. Flanagan et al. (2011) have made a promising start, attempting to develop “a more sophisticated, multi-actor, multi-level and dynamic understanding of the processes by which policies … emerge, interact and have effects” (ibid, p.702). They trace the notion of ‘policy mix’ back to its origins in economic policy debates in the 1960s, and examine its transfer to innovation policy starting in the 1990s and more prominently in the following decade, particularly in discussions of evolving EU policy (ibid., p.703). They link this with a recognition of the need for a more systemic approach to policy, and of the dispersal of power from national governments both upwards to supra-national actors and downwards to sub-national actors as well as outwards to quasi-state and non-state actors. They argue that the conceptual framework set forward by Bressers and O’Toole (2005) based around different forms of influence offers a promising basis for analysing innovation policy instrument interactions (including the underlying tensions between instruments and their respective rationales, goals and methods). This analysis provides a fruitful
starting point for future work on R&D policy instruments.

Fourthly, work on R&D policy instruments needs to be more closely linked to the literature on evolutionary systems/policy, building on efforts such as those by Metcalfe (1994), who argued that policies should stimulate diversity in the innovative efforts of firms, and more recently by Groenegen and van der Steen (2007) with their emphasis on government being “a learning actor” (ibid., p.351). In an ever more complex world, where the interactions between policy instruments and actors are becoming more difficult to understand, let alone predict, what is needed is a more experimental and evolutionary approach to policy and policy instruments, monitoring to see which ones ‘work’ and encouraging ‘the survival of the fittest’. Elsewhere in this Special Issue, Flanagan and Uyarra highlight various dangers in current approaches to innovation policy studies and suggest how these might be overcome, in particular through adopting a genuinely evolutionary approach to R&D and innovation policy.

7.3 Further empirical investigations

From this literature review, it is clear that more systematic research is required not only on the full range of R&D policy instruments currently deployed but also to derive ‘policy intelligence’ on how they interact with one another (Nauwelaers & Wintjes, 2002). This includes analysing the unintended consequences of R&D policy instruments, not least as a consequence of their interactions with other related policies such as regional or entrepreneurship policies. Moreover, there is a danger here, as Flanagan and Uyarra (this issue) note, of viewing policy instruments as coherent rational choices rather than contested outcomes (or even muddles) mediated by a range of ‘involved’ policy entrepreneurs and other actors, and influenced by such factors as path-dependency, fads and agency ‘turf wars’.

A first step would be to develop a systematic inventory of R&D policy instruments. Attempts can then be made to classify these, perhaps using a development of the Hood/Howlett taxonomy described above. This is likely to require collaboration between policy design researchers and R&D policy researchers, helping to identify gaps where future research might be fruitfully targeted. Once this groundwork has been laid, efforts can then focus on more empirical studies of appropriate R&D ‘policy mixes’ for different research and innovation systems.

In the case of the broader field of innovation policy, a promising start has been made in this respect in the NESTA project entitled ‘Compendium of Evidence on the Effectiveness of Innovation Policy Intervention Project’. In this, researchers from Manchester University and elsewhere have produced 18 reports on different innovation policy instruments and one on policy mix and instrument interaction, several of which (those more specific to R&D policy) have been cited above. (The full set of reports can be found at http://www.innovation-policy.org.uk/compendium/.) The synthesis report (Edler et al., 2013) sets out a typology of innovation policy instruments, distinguishing supply-side from demand-side instruments, and classifying instruments on the basis of seven innovation goals (e.g. increasing R&D investment,
augmenting skills, strengthening system-wide capabilities). The final results of this project are due to be published shortly (Edler et al., forthcoming).

7.4 Development of a stronger evidence base for the design of policy

By drawing upon the above building blocks, we may begin to generate a conceptual and empirical framework for arriving at more evidence-based and effective R&D policies, with a suitable mix of policy instruments (Yawson, 2009). This includes education and mechanisms for the diffusion of knowledge on R&D policy instruments to those involved in the implementation of policy. A key element is the further development of processes of policy learning (often based on evaluation of policies and policy instruments, as carried out by OECD or EU consultants, for example). As Flanagan et al. (2011, p.711) note, “We need to move towards substantial empirical innovation policy histories akin to the innovation histories which provided most of our understanding of the innovation process. This means not just histories of individual instruments … but histories of policy mixes” (ibid.).

8. Conclusions

In this critical review, I have first shown how the notion of R&D policy instruments needs to be set in the context of literature on policy design, with its well-established definitions, taxonomies and conceptual frameworks. Many who have written about R&D policy instruments in various forms appear to be ignorant of this established research field. Closer links with the policy studies community would undoubtedly benefit future research on R&D policy instruments.

Secondly, I have reviewed the rather fragmentary literature on R&D policy instruments, showing that most studies tends to focus on a single policy instrument. There are few systematic comparisons of different R&D policy instruments, and even fewer on their interactions and what makes for an effective ‘policy mix’. This is an obvious subject for future research.

Thirdly, I have discussed how research on R&D policy instruments needs to take account of four major transitions – from linear to systemic thinking about R&D and innovation, from national to multi-level governance, from individual researchers/teams/labs/firms to collaborations and networks, and from individual policies to policy mixes. While a start on analysing these has been made, much more remains to be done.

Lastly, I have attempted to draw all this together and map out a research agenda for future work on R&D policy instruments. This will require forging closer links with policy design and multi-level governance scholars, with others who have been central in developing the notion of policy mixes, and with researchers in related areas of public policy including industrial and economic policy, environment policy, health policy and regional policy. In addition, more empirical work is required on the full range of R&D policy instruments and on how they interact with one another. Such efforts are urgently needed if R&D policy researchers are to achieve the goal of creating a conceptual and empirical framework for arriving at more evidence-based and effective R&D policies, employing an appropriate mix of policy instruments.
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